Economics Department Post Bachelor Teaching Fellowship (2019-20)

The Economics Department Post Bachelor Teaching Fellowship provides recent Harvard graduates with a unique opportunity to assist Economics faculty in teaching courses for the 2019-20 academic year. Post Bachelor Teaching Fellowships are designed for recent economics undergraduates who have a strong interest in teaching and wish to further engage with economics. Fellows are invited to participate in seminars and department events. Appointments are for one academic year with the potential for renewal.

Details:
- Work as a teaching fellow in economics courses, such as Ec 1010/1011a, Ec 1010/1011b, Ec 1123/1126, and others.
- Rate of pay is $4,700 per section, per semester. In consultation with the Department, Post Bac Teaching Fellows can choose to teach one to five sections per semester.

Requirements:
- Harvard College bachelor's degree in economics or a related field (May 2013 – May 2019)

To apply:
Please send a letter of interest, resume, unofficial transcript, contact information for two references, and description of previous (if any) research or course assistantships to Professor Jeffrey Miron and Dani Doyle at EconUPC@fas.harvard.edu. Application deadline: rolling.